
DUAL BREW COFFEE MAKER 

Please read this manual carefully before operating your unit and retain for future reference.
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 " Recipe book not included " 



IMPORTANT SAFEGUARDS 
----

When using electrical appliances, basic safety precautions should always 
be followed, including the following: 
• Read all instructions before use.

• Do not touch hot surfaces. Use handles or knobs.
• WARNING - to protect against electric shock, fire and personal injury:

- do not immerse cord, plug or appliance in water or other liquids;
- do not immerse the appliance or any electrical components in water or

any other liquids;
- always switch off and unplug the appliance before cleaning.

• Close supervision is necessary when any appliance is used by or near
children.

• Unplug from wall outlet when the appliance is not in use, before putting
on or taking off parts, and before cleaning. Allow to cool before handling,
putting on or taking off parts, and before cleaning the appliance.
Do not operate any appliance with a damaged cord or plug, or after the
appliance malfunctions or has been damaged in any manner. Contact
a service center.
The use of accessory attachments not recommended by the appliance
manufacturer may result in fire, electric shock or injuries to persons.
Do not use outdoors or in a damp area.

• Do not place the appliance close to the edge of the countertop.
Do not let power cord hang over edge of table or counter, or touch hot
surfaces.
Do not place on or near a hot gas or electric burner or in a heated oven.
To switch off and disconnect, press the ON/OFF C) Button, then remove
plug from wall outlet.

• Never pull on the cord to disconnect the appliance from the wall outlet.
Instead, grasp the plug and pull on the plug.

• Do not use appliance for other than intended use.
• The Carafe is designed for use with this appliance only. It must never be

used on a range top.
• Do not set a hot Carafe on a wet or cold surface.

Do not leave an empty Carafe on the Keep Warm Plate while the
appliance is switched on. This may cause the Carafe to crack.
Do not use a cracked Carafe or a Carafe having a loose or weakened
handle.
Do not clean the Carafe with cleansers, steel wool pads, or other abrasive
material.

• Discard the Carafe if cracked, scratched, boiled dry or heated when
empty.

• Scalding may occur if the Lid is opened during the brewing cycles.
When opening the Lid after use, be careful as hot steam can be trapped
beneath. Steam can burn.

• Do not touch the Keep Warm Plate while the appliance is switched on.
• Do not operate the appliance with an empty Water Reservoir.
• Do not clean with metal scouring pads. Pieces can break off the pad and

touch electrical parts involving a risk of electric shock.
Never leave the appliance unattended during operation.
A fire may occur if the appliance is covered or touching flammable
material, including curtains, draperies, walls, and the like, when in
operation. Do not store any item on top of the appliance when in use.

• Extreme caution must be used when moving an appliance containing
liquids.

• Do not open the Lid, add water immediately after brewing, or remove
the Brew Basket during or immediately after use. Always exercise caution
when opening the Lid or removing the Brew Basket after use. Hot steam
might be trapped beneath. Scalding may occur if the Lid is opened
during the brewing cycle.
Do not open the Release Lever, the Lid or remove the Ground Coffee
Holder/Capsule Holder during or immediately after use. Always exercise
caution when opening the Lid or removing the Ground Coffee Holder/
Capsule Holder after use. Hot steam might be trapped beneath. Scalding
may occur if the Lid is opened during the brewing cycle.

• Do not use the appliance with an empty or under filled Brewer Water
Reservoir. Do not fill the Brewer Water Reservoir over the 12 MAX

marking.
• Keep the area above the appliance clear during use, as hot steam will

escape the appliance.
• Do not use the appliance without the Carafe placed under the Pause and

Serve Valve.
• Do not use the appliance without a suitable cup/mug placed under the

Nozzle.
• Do not use the appliance without the Brew BaskeVpaper filter.

Do not use the appliance without the Ground Coffee Holder or Capsule
Holder.

SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS! 
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*Paper filter Not Included *K-Cup capsule Not Included

NOTE: The images shown here are for illustrative purposes
only and may be subject to change.

NOTE: The images shown here are for illustrative purposes only and may be subject to change, the 
actual descriptions of control panel and their locations may vary depending on the model.



Control Panel 

The Control Panel shows the appliance operational status. Refer to the related 
sections for more details. 

Button Function Settings 

ON/OFF(.') Switch the appliance on Lights up at Standby mode and working 
Button and off. mode, dimmed at OFF mode. 

Hold the ON/OFF button � for 
2 seconds to turn to OFF mode. 

BREW Start a brew cycle of 12 Press the BREW button to start a brew 
Button cups or 1 -4 cups. cycle of 12 cups or 1-4 cups, fights up 

BREW during the brew cycle Drmmed at 
Standby mode hghts off at OFF mode. 

1-4 Cups Select for a brew cycle of Press the 1-4 & button to select the 1-4 
Button 1-4cups. cups function, the button lights up. 
1-48 - Press the BREW button to start

brewing 1-4 cups of coffee.
- Press the PROG button to set the auto
brew program for 1-4 cups. 

HOUR and Adjust the clock time Press the HOUR and MIN buttons to 
MIN button and the delayed brew set hours and minutes on the clock. 

HOUR starting time. 
MIN 

PROGRAM Set the auto brew Press the PROG button to activate the 
Button (delayed brew} program. auto brew program. Then the PROG,
PROG Check or reset the auto HR, MIN button indicators light up. 

brew time 
When the AUTO brew program is 
ongoing, press the PROG button to 
check the current set time or modify the 
set time. 

AUTO Button Lock the auto brew time When the desired auto brew time is 
AUTO and start the auto brew input, press the AUTO button to start 

program the auto brew program. The AUTO, ON/
OFF(.') buttons are steady on. 
When the set time has elapsed, the 
appliance starts brewing automatically, 
the AUTO button is dimmed, the BREW
button is steady on. 

CAPSULE Brew coffee with a Press the cA•'"" button to start the 
Button capsule on the single brewing cycle with a cafsule on the 
• serve side. CAPSULE sing le serve side, the CAPsuLE is steady on. 

Button 

GROUND 
Button 

� 
GROUND 

-

-

Function Settings 

Brew coffee wi:h 9 round I Press the e�□ button to start the 
coffee ?n the single brewing cycle with ground coffee on
serve side. the single serve side the � button is ' GROUND 

steady 0_11. 

Before first use 

Remove all packaging materials and/or other transportation means. 
Check package content to verify it is complete and undamaged. Do not 
operate the appliance if the content appears damaged. Contact a service center. 

Danger of suffocation! 
- Packaging materials are ncittoys. Always keep plastic bags, foils and foam parts

away from babies and children. Packaging material could block airways and
prevent breathing. 

NOTE: 
- The appliance has a rated power of 1 OOOW. Before plugging it into the wall

outlet, ensure that the electrical circuit is not overloaded with other appliances.
This appliance should always be operated on a separate 120V - 60Hz wa II
outlet. 
Make sure the appliance is assembled before connecting it to a wall outlet.
Always use the appliance fully assembled.
Always place a suitable cup/mug under the Nozzle when using the single serve
side.
The appliance may produce an odor and/or emit smoke when switched on for
the first time, as residues from the production process are eliminated. This is
normal and does not indicate a defect or hazard. 

When using the appliance for the first time, it is recommended to operate it for 
at least two full cycles without ground coffee in the Brew Basket on the Brewer 
side. And at least two full cycles without coffee or a capsule on the single serve 
side (4 Operation}, until no odor or smoke is present. During use, ensure ample 
ventilation. 
Let the appliance cool completely. 
Clean the appliance (4 Cleaning and Maintenance). 
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Brewing coffee on the single serve side 

This appliance can be used for brewing 
up to 14oz of coffee using ground coffee 
or K-Cup capsules, according to the insert 
used. Use only fresh water and do not use 
any other liquids. 

Place the appliance on a clean, flat and 
heat resistant surface. 
Push down the Release Lever to unlock 
the Single Serve Lid (ilLG) 

WARNING: 

- Do not touch the Needle on the
underside of the Single Serve Lid or
inside the Capsule Holder, they are
sharp.

- Only use suitable ground coffee or
*K-Cup capsules. Do not place
ground coffee/capsule directly into
the Brew Chamber (ill.�). Do not
place other than the
recommended ground
coffee/capsule into the Ground
Coffee Holder/Capsule Holder.

-

-

Some capsules may not work with this appliance. If the capsule does not
properly fit into the Capsule Holder, or leaks during the brewing cycle, do not
use that type of capsule again.
Never remove or puncture the foil top of the *K-Cup capsule before
inserting into the Capsule Holder.

The image shown here is or illustrative purposes only and may be subject to change. 

When using the Ground Coffee Holder, ensure it contains the required amount of 
ground coffee. Fill with ground coffee up to the MAX fill line. Do not overfill it. Do 
not compress the ground coffee in the Ground Coffee Holder. Do not use ground 
coffee for Espressos, as it is too fine and can clog the Ground Coffee Holder. 
Close the Ground Coffee Holder lid. 
Ensure it is locked in place. Insert the 
Ground Coffee Holder in the Brew 
Chamber (ill.(�)). 
When using the Capsule Holder, 
insert a capsule in the Capsule Holder. 
Insert the Ca�ule Holder in the Brew 
Chamber (ill.(s)). 
Press the Single Serve Lid down into 
the lock position to close it (ill.@). 
Place the Drip Tray wi!h Cup Holder 
onto the applia nee (i 11. G)). Ensure they 
sit securely in place. 

Open the Water Reservoir Lid and insert the Water Level Scale in the Water 
Reservoir (HI.(!)). 
Pour fresh cold water into the Water Reservoir (ill.(v). Check the markings on the 
inside of the Water Level Scale. Close the Water Reservoir Lid. 

0 *K-Cup capsule, not included.
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WARNING: 

- Always ensure there is water iri the Water Reservoir before using the appliance.
Do not use the appliance without water. Do not use hot water or other liquids
for brewing.

- Do not over or under fill the Water Reservoir. Ensure the water level does
not exceed the 14oz marking on the Water Level Scale. Drain excess water if
needed.

- Always use the Water Level Scale.
- Do not open Water Reservoir Lid during brewing, or immediately after brewing.

Hot water or steam may cause scalding.
Securely place a cup/mug in the center of_the Cup Holder (ill.(�). 
Insert the Plug into a wall outlet (ill. (i ). The Time Display switches on. The 
appliance is in Standby mode (4 Control panel) . 

.--------------, 

WARNING: 

- Do not remove the cup/mug until the appliance switches to off mode
(4 Control panel).

- During operation, the appliance produces hot steam. Keep clear of the top of
the appliance.

Press either the GROUND� or CAPSULE tJ Button to start the brewing process. 
The button pressed is steady on during the brewing process. 

NOTE: 
- Press ON/OFF Button(!) to stop the brewing process at any time. The appliance

will switch to Standby mode.
- If the Lid is opened during the brewing process, the appliance stops brewing

coffee. The GROUND .f/1::, and CAPSULE u Buttons are flashing for a minute,
then the appliance switches to Standby mode. Close the Lid and press either
the GROUND .,ff!::, or CAPSULE u Button to restart operation, according to the
type of coffee being brewed.

- - -

Once the brewing cycle is complete, 
the appliance switches to OFF mode. 
Disconnect the appliance from the wall . . . 
outlet (ill.(j)). 
Remove the cup/mug from the Cup 
Holder. 
Allow the appliance to cool down 
before opening the Lid and removing 
the Ground Coffee Holder/Capsule 
Holder from the Brew Chamber. 
Always remove any used coffee 
grounds/capsules after use. Remove 
with caution as recently used coffee 
grounds or capsules can be hot. 

WARNING: 

- The Ground Coffee Holder/Capsule Holder are hot after using the appliance.
Allow to cool before removing.
Hot steam might be trapped under the Lids.

NOTE: 

- Before brewing another cup/mug of coffee, allow the appliance to cool for at
least 1 minute, before starting a new brewing cycle.

- Always ensure the water level is suitable for your next brew. Refill the Water
Reservoir if necessary.

- Always fill the Ground Coffee Holder with fresh ground coffee or place a new
K-Cup capsule in the Capsule Holder. Do not reuse the same capsule/ground
coffee. Insert the Ground Coffee Holder/Capsule Holder in the Brew Chamber
and close the Single Serve Lid afterwards. Repeat previous steps.

Brewing coffee on the brewer side 

This appliance can be used for brewing up to 12 cups coffee using ground coffee 
and keeping coffee warm up to 2 hours or for brewing up to 4 cups coffee using 
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ground coffee for consumption shortly 
after operation, according to the 
PROGRAM selected. Use only fresh cold 
water and do not use anyother liquids. 

Place the appliance on a dean, flat and 
heat resistant surface. 
Open the Brewer Lid (ill. : l<J 
Place the Brew Basket in the Brew 
Basket Housing (ill. ( I ) 
Place a suitable paper filter in the Brew 
Basket (ill/ri:i,,.). 

NOTE: 

- Only use a cone shaped *paper filter (for 12 cups}.

*Paper filter not included.

- Do not use the appliance without the Carafe, Brew Basket and *paper filter.
- Depending on the number of cups required to be brewed, the amount of

ground coffee has to be adjusted. As a general rule, one scoop of ground coffee
equals one cup. Adjust according to your taste.

Add the required amount of ground coffee into the *paper filter by using 
a measuring scoop (ill.(n :}. Do not overfill it. 
Fill the required amount of fresh cold water into the Carafe. Check the water level 
indicator on the side of the Carafe. 

• Pour the water into the Brewer Water Reservoir (ill. (")). Check the Water Level
Indicator on the side of the Brewer Water Reservoir.

WARNING: 

- Always ensure there is water in
the Brewer Water Reservoir before
using the appliance. Do not use the
appliance without water, Do not use
hot water for brewing.

- Do not over or under fill the Brewer
Water Reservoir. Ensure the water
level does not exceed the 12 MAX
marking on the Water Level Indicator.
Drain excess water if needed.

- Do not use the appliance with the
Brewer Lid open (ill. :P').

- During operation, the appliance
produces hot steam. Keep clear of
the top of the appliance.

The images shown here are for illustrative purposes only and may be subject to change.
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Allow the appliance to cool down before opening the Lids, removing the Brew 
Basket/*paper filter from the Brew Basket Housing. Always remove any used 
*paper filter after use. Remove with caution, as recently used *paper filter can be
hot.

WARNING: 
- The Brew Basket/*paper filter is hot after using the appliance. Allow to

cool before removing.
- Hot steam might be trapped under the Brewer Lid.

Do not touch the Keep Warm Plate after use and for some time, as it remains
hot.

NOTE: 
Before brewing more coffee or refilling the Brewer Water Reservoir, always turn 
the unit off or make sure the unit is in its OFF mode, as the unit may still be 
in keep warm mode. Then, allow the appliance to cool for at least 1 minute, 
before starting a new brewing cycle. 

- Always ensure the water level is suitable for your next brew. Refill the Brewer
Water Reservoir if necessary.

- Always replace a new paper filter and fill it with fresh ground coffee. Do not
reuse the same paper filter/ground coffee.

Setting the clock 

The clock can be adjusted when the appliance is in Standby mode. 

NOTE: 
- The appl ia nee has a 12-hour display (AM/PM).
- Setting the clock is required in order to configure a preset brewing cycle

(4 PROGRAM function/Preset function).

Press the HOUR Button to set the hours on the clock. Each press will advance the 
clock by one hour. Press and hold the HOUR Button, to advance through hours 
rapidly. 
Press the MIN Button to set the minutes on the clock. Each press will advance the 
clock by one minute. Press and hold the MIN Button, to advance through minutes 
rapidly. 

NOTE: 
- If no button is pressed after 3 seconds, the set time will be saved and the

appliance returns to Standby mode. 
- The clock will be reset if the appliance is unplugged from the wall outlet. The

clock needs to be set again.

PROGRAM function/Preset function 

The appliance is equipped with an automatic brewing function, allowing you to set 
the brewing cycle starting time for the BREW and 1-4 o programs. 

NOTE: 
- Setting the clock is required in order to use the PROGRAM function (4 Setting

the clock).
- The appliance has a 12-hour display (AM/PM).
- The time set is the time the appliance starts brewing.

Add the required amount of ground coffee into the *paper filter. 
Fill the Brewer Water Reservoir with the required amount of fresh cold water. 
Place the Carafe on the Keep Warm Plate. 
Press the PROG Button. The PROG, HOUR and MIN Buttons are steady on. The 
Time Display is flashing. 

NOTE: 
If no button is pressed within 5 seconds, the display shows the current time and the 
appliance switches to Standby mode. Press the PROG Button again before setting 
the brewing cycle starting time. 

Press the HOUR and MIN Buttons to set the brewing cycle starting time on the 
dock. Each press will advance the dock by one hour/minute. 
Press the AUTO button to validate the set time. The Time Display stops flashing 
and shows the current time. The ON/OFF C9, AUTO and Time Display are steady 
on. The HOUR, MIN and PROG Buttons are dimmed. 

NOTE: 
- At any time, including during the brewing process, press the ON/OFF (9 Button

to cancel the program function. The appliance switches to Standby mode. 
- To adjust the set time, press the PROG Button and then press the HOUR and

MIN Buttons as required. Press the AUTO Button to lock again or wait until the
Time Display flashes 5 ti mes.

- If need to set the brewing cycle starting time for 1-4 cups program, press 1-4 5i
Button before or after pressing the AUTO Button. The ON/OFF (9, AUTO, 1-4 5i
Button and Time Display are steady on.

When the set time is reached, the BREW and/or 1-4 & Buttons illuminate, and the 
brewing cycle will start. 

*Not included
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I-IINTS AND TIPS 
As a general rule, one measuring scoop of ground coffee equals one cup. 
It is recommended to avoid placing the appliance under cabinets, as rising steam 
can cause damage to wooden furniture. 
Empty the Drip Tray after each use to prevent it from overflowing. 
Use a suitable thermal cup/mug to keep your coffee hot for longer. 
Regularly clean the appliance. Always use fresh, cold water in the coffee maker. 
Store unused ground coffee in a cool, dry place. After opening a container 
of ground coffee, reseal it tightly and store it in a refrigerator to maintain its 
freshness. 
For an optimum coffee taste, buy whole coffee beans and finely grind them just 
before brewing. 
Do not reuse ground coffee since this will greatly reduce the coffee flavor. 
Reheating coffee is not recommended as coffee is at its peak flavor immediately 
after brewing. 

� -

CLEANING AND N'IAINTENANCE 
Proper maintenance will ensure many years of service from your appliance. Clean 
the appliance after every use. The appliance contains no user serviceable parts and 
requires little maintenance. Leave any servicing or repairs to qualified personnel. 

WARNING: 

- Always disconnect the Plug from the wall outlet before cleaning. Allow all parts
of the appliance to cool down completely.

- The underside of the Single Serve Lid and the Capsule Holder both contain
sharp needles. Use caution when handling and during cleaning. Do not touch
the needles.

NOTE: 

- Do not immerse the power cord with Plug and appliance into water or any
other liquids.

- Do not use abrasive cleaners, steel wool or scouring pads. Dry all parts
thoroughly after cleaning, before using or storing the appliance. Ensure that no
water enters the appliance.

Remove the Drip Tray with Cup Holder, Ground Coffee Holder, Capsule Holder 
and Brew Basket from the appliance. These parts can be washed in hot soapy 
water. 
Wipe the seal on the needle on the underside of the Lid with a damp cloth. Do 
not attempt to remove the seal. 
Clean the appliance and Keep Warm Plate with a clean, slightly damp cloth. 
Clean the Carafe, Brew Basket in hot, soapy water. 

To remove stains from the Carafe, fill with hot water and add baking soda or mild 
cleaning agent. For stubborn stains, leave to soak overnight. 
Clean all accessories after each use. 
Clean the appliance Housing, Lids, Brew Basket Housing and Brew Chamber with 
a damp sponge or cloth. 

NOTE: 

- Always clean all parts that have come into contact with food in soapy water
immediately after use and before storage.

- Dry all parts and surfaces thoroughly before use. Make sure that all parts and
surfaces are completely dry before connecting the appliance to a wall outlet.

- Do not dry the inside of the Water Reservoir with a cloth, as lint may remain.

Descaling 

To keep your appliance operating effectively, periodically descale your appliance to 
remove any build-up of lime scale. 
When the water system has excessive scale build-up, the appliance is still going to 
run until the Water Reservoir is emptied, but due to the scaling, the flow rate will be 
slowed and the brewing cycle time will increase. 
We recommend removing lime scale deposits as follows: 

Please use a household descaler. Fill the Brewer Water Reservoir with fresh water 
and descaler up to the 12 MAX marking. Fi 11 the Water Reservoir with fresh water 
and descaler up to the 14 oz marking. For details refer to the instructions of 
descaler. 

NOTE: 

- Alternatively, you can use white vinegar instead of household descaler. The
ratio of water and white vinegar is 2:1.

Ensure the Brew Basket is inserted into the Brew Basket Housing without filter 
and the Brewer Lid is properly closed. 
Ensure the Ground Coffee Holder or Capsule Holder is placed in the Brew 
Chamber without coffee/capsule and the Release Lever is placed in the lock 
position. 
Place the Carafe on the Keep Warm Plate. 
Place the Drip Tray with Cup Holder onto the appliance. 
Place a large mug onto the Cup Holder. 
Insert the Plug into a wall outlet. 

For the brewer side: 
Press the BREW Button to start the brewing process. The BREW Button is steady 
on. 
When the Carafe contains 1 cup of solution, press the ON/OFF <9 Button to cancel
the process. 

•• 
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CLEANING AND MAINTENANCE 
" ,- - � r 

After 15 minutes, press the BREW Button again to resume brewing. 
, When done, discard the solution in the Carafe. 

Rinse the appliance by brewing fresh water at least 3 times afterwards. Discard 
the water each time. 

, Disconnect the Plug from the wall outlet. 

For the single serve side: 
, Press the GROUND ./ffe, and CAPSULE ti Buttons together to start the brewing 

process. The GROUND .ffe, and CAPSULEu Buttons are steady on. The appliance 
runs for 5 cleaning cycles of about 30 seconds each. After the program ends, the 
appliance switches to Standby mode. 
When done, discard the solution in the mug/cup. 
Rinse the appliance by brewing fresh water at least 3 times afterwards. Discard 
the water each time. 
Disconnect the Plug from the wall outlet. 

Storage 

• Before storage, always make sure the appliance is completely cool, clean and dry.
, It is recommended to store the appliance in a dry place.

Never wrap the Power Cord around the appliance (ill.(i}). 
Store the appliance on a stable shelf or in a cupboard, preferably in its original 
packaging. To avoid accidents, ensure that both the appliance and its power cord 
are beyond the reach of children or pets. 

TROUBLESHOOTING 

Problem Cause Salutioh 

The appliance is Appliance not plugged in Insert the plug into the 
not working wall outlet 

Wall outlet not energized Check fuses and circuit 
breaker 

Brewing cycle not started Press the relevant Button 
according to the Operation 
section 

Malfunctioning appliance Unplug the appliance from 
the wall outlet and contact 
qualified personnel to 
check and repair the 
appliance 

No water comes Brewer Water Reservoir is empty Refill water into the Brewer 
out ot the Pause Water Reservoir 
and Serve Valve The Brew Basket is blocked Clean the Brew Basket 

Wrong carate used Always use the Glass 
Carafe provided with the 
appliance 

No water comes Nozzle blocked Check the Nozzle for

out of the Nozzle blockages 
Water Reservoir is empty Refill water into the Water 

Reservoir 
Capsule not suitable Replace with a suitable 

capsule 
Upper/bottom of the capsule Switch the appliance off 
not pierced by the needle and carefully replace the 

Brewing process Single Serve Lid opened or not Close the Single Serve Lid 
stops before locked in place before/during to lock it and press the 
completion brewing process. respective Button again 

Not enough water according to Refill the water reservoir 
the volume pre-selected with fresh water to the 

water reservoir and restart 
operation 

The coffee is too Too much ground coffee in the Reduce the amount of

strong Ground Coffee Holder/paper ground coffee used 
filter 
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TROUBLESHOOTING 

Problem Cause Solution 

Ground coffee too coarse Try a finer ground coffee The coffee is too 
weak 

Not enough ground coffee used Use more ground coffee for 
your next brew 

Capsule used more than once 

Too much water used 

Discard of the old capsule and 
use a new one 

Reduce the amount of water 
used on the next brew 

Coffee powder residue stuck around the 
seal of the Pause and Serve Valve 

Pause and Serve 

Vafve is leaking 
when Carafe 
removed 

Wash the Brew Basket 
thoroughly, paying special 
attention to the area around the 
Pause and Serve Valve 

Mineral scale build-up 1n the water 
system 

Increased brew cycle 
time/Slowed brew 
output 

Descale the appllance following 
instructions from the Desca ling 
section 

If additional assistance is needed, please contact a Service center. 

TECHNICAL DATA 

Rated voltage: 120V ~ 60Hz Capacity (Carafe): 

Rated current: 8.3A 

Rated power input: 1000W Capacity (Single Serve): 

PRINTED IN MEXICO Elbrd:J.M 

OBPN:655772020932   SC: 12-19-2023

SHDML: FW61100042831 

1.8U60fl oz 
{max. 12 cups) 

410ml/14 oz 

814100109 
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